
General Instructions For Super Mario Bros Pinball Machine Mods
(Not all of these items may have came with the set your purchased)
 

Pipe Flasher Covers
Notes:
  - Each Pipe Flasher Cover was designed to fit on specific flashers
       - Blue: Directly behind Green Flasher Cover location
       - Green: Front right flasher 
       - Red: Front left flasher 
       - Yellow: Middle flasher to the left of castle

 

Green Shooter Lane Cover
Notes:
  - Install using the two existing screws

Upper Green Tunnel Pipe
Notes:
  - Remove existing pipe.  Install new pipe attaching zip tie to wire ramp the pipe rests on

Castle
Notes:
  - Remove existing castle by pulling up the two plastic pins on top and then use an allen wrench to 
remove the metal support plate
  - At this point, I recommend changing the flasher bulbs below the castle to red Comet 8SMD 
flashers (not the tower style).  The red flashers give great effect lighting to the castle
  - For castle installation, partially lifting the playfield will help the new castle clear the cabinet frame.  
It takes several little turns to tighten the allen screw, so advance the screw as much as you can 
before lowering on metal post.  Mount the castle high enough to clear the flashers below and low 
enough so the bowser flag clears the glass and then tighten the allen screw.  
 

Mushroom Acorn Nuts
Notes:
  - Make sure not to over tighten or you may strip the threads.  But if this does happen, just wrap a 
piece of masking tape (about 1/8” x 3/4” strip) clockwise around the post threads.  The mushroom will
be nice and snug again.

Piranha Plant
Notes:
 - Designed to be installed on the center pop bumper using the two existing screws  

Thank you for you purchase and I hope you enjoy your game and my mods.  If you have any 
questions, problems or suggestions for this or other mods, please email me directly at 
ThePinballDaddy@gmail.com  Also check out my new website:  PinballDaddy.com
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